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The paper states, for operators defmed by a certain type of kernels on L’(R”), a 
precise criterion for their belonging to Schatten-van Neumann classes W,,, for 
0 < p < 1. The homogeneous Besov spaces B,,,, G play a central role in this criterion. 
The results generalize the work of Peller on Hankel operators. ‘t‘, 1987 Academic Press, 
1°C 
1 
The purpose of this work is to show that the results obtained in [ 151 
concerning certain quite general Hankel-like kernels also hold in the more 
refined setting of nonlocally convex Schatten von Neumann classes wp, 
0 < p < 1. This extends the one-dimensional results for Hankel operators of 
[lo] and [14]. Our methods are closer to those of Peller [lo]. 
Let A be a bounded measurable function on Rdx R”; usually A will be 
supposed C” outside the origin (but see Remark 1). Also, we have the 
homogeneity condition 
A(gx,gy)=A(x,y) for any x, yERd and gEr, (1) 
where f is a fixed discrete multiplicative subgroup of R, . We shall assume 
in the sequel that r is generated by g, > 1. 
We denote, as in [15], by T(A) the operator (on L’(R”)) with kernel 
,4(x, y) and with T(A, 4) the operator with kernel A(x, y) $(x-y), where 
d, the Fourier transform of 4, is locally integrable on Rd\ (0) (see Sect. 2 
for a more thorough discussion). Our main purpose is to obtain, under 
some suitable supplementary conditions on A, a precise criterion for the 
belonging of the operator T(A, 4) to the Schatten-von Neumann classes 
‘S,, for 0 cp < 1 (the best reference for the results we need about these 
classes is [6]). The typical result is: T(A, 4) E VP if and only if 4 E &$’ 
(homogeneous Besov space; see [7] for reference). This result has been 
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obtained for 1 <<p < 2 in [ 1.51, where the necessity of condition 4 E L$’ is 
also obtained for 2 dp < co. 
More recently, Janson and Peetre [4] have further extended this by 
relaxing the homogeneity condition (1) and proving also the sufficiency of 
4 E B$ for 2 <p < co. (The “Fourier transform” of operators of type 
T(A, 4) are called in [4] paracommutators). For the history of the subject, 
which starts with the work of Peller on Hankel operators [9], see [S]. 
2 
The main tool which allows us to adapt to our case the methods of [lo] 
is the following (almost classical) theorem of Plancherel and Polya [12]. 
THEOREM A. Let p, a > 0. For any a’ > ajn there exist two universal con- 
stants C,(a’,p) > C,(a’,p) >O, such that for any entire function F of 
exponential type a we have 
C,(a’, p) JR<, IF(x)lp dxd c IF(~/a’)l”< CAa’,p) IRA IF(x)lP dx. (2) 
mezd 
Note that in the sequel we always use the formula p(C;) = 
JRdf(x) ep2ai5’r d x or t e f h F ourier transform. 
We have to say a few words about the definition of the operator T(A, 4). 
In most of the instances when this notation is used in the sequel, it is 
apparent from its definition that 6 vanishes in a neighbourhood of the 
origin. Then ,4(x, y) 4(x - y) is locally integrable; for f, g E C,“(Rd) we may 
define 
and the extension of T(A, 4) to L2(Rd), if it exists, is uniquely defined. 
However, in the main statements 4 is characterized as a member of a 
homogeneous Besov space, and is thus determined only on R”\ (0). There 
exists then a basic singularity of the integrand for x = y. To cover this 
situation, we make the following convention: we assume in these cases that 
the last formula holds only for suppf n suppg= @ (otherwise stated, the 
distribution kernel of T(A, d) coincides outside the diagonal with the 
locally integrable function A(x, y) &x-y)). T(A, 4) is then not uniquely 
defined by A and 4; the condition T(A, 4) E G$ will mean that there exists 
one such operator which belongs to %,,. This is a sufficient assumption for 
Theorem 2. On the other hand, in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 Z’(A, 4) will 
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actually be obtained as the %,,-limit of a sequence of operators with “good” 
kernels (c$ vanishing in a neighbourhood of 0). This whole discussion will 
tacitly be assumed in the sequel. 
We shall repeatedly use the fact (see [6]) that for 0 < p < 1 (S, T) --t 
I/S- TII; is a distance invariant under translations on the quasi-Banach 
space $;); that is, 
IIT, + ~2ll:x IIm::+ llw::. (3) 
Finally, the letter C will denote a constant that may not be the same in 
different inequalities. 
We may state now an analogue of lemma 1 of [ 151. 
LEMMA 1. Let O<p<l, and E c R”x Rd he such that, for some 
a, M>O, {(x,y) lg,;‘a< I,Y-J’/ <g,aj c EC {(x,y) I I-~-y1 GM}, and 
denote by x(.x, y) the characteristic function qf‘ E. Then 
IIT(A> 4ll,G C lIThA III, Il#ll~~,. 
Proq[ Let II, E Y(Rd) be such that sypp 1+6 c {go ‘a < 1x1 < g,,a}, and 
LtzGk=l on R”\jO), where $k(.~) = $( g, “x). Since 
A(x,y)q%-y)= c ‘jk(XF4’) A(-x,.&(x-y) 
,?Z t z 
we have, using (3), 
where xk(x, 11) = ~(go’x, g, ‘J). 
Now, suppose { is some smooth function with support in {XE R” I 1x1 6 
R’ < R/2}. We may write, for ly < R/2 
tj( y) = 1/R” c q(m/R) e 21r”“‘n!R. 
171 t Zd 
(5) 
Thus, if B(x, y) is supported in {(x, y) I Ix -yI < R/2}, then 
Rx, Y) W -Y) = ( l/Rd) 1 v(m/R) &Ax, Y), 
m E Zl’ 
where 
B,(x, Y) = e 2nrr-mIRB(X, y) e2~ll -rmR 
(6) 
and it is obvious that II T( B,,,)ll, = I/ T( B)ll, 
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Applying these remarks to the terms appearing in (4) we have 
(XkA:l(x, mvk)(x-Y) = cM&%w1 1 (~*~k)(m/2g:,M)(X,A),(x, 4’) 
t?itZd 
and therefore 
By (2), and noting that, by homogeneity, IjT(XkA)IIP=gtd. llT(~A)ll, we 
obtain 
II~~~~~~*~~~ll~~~~~“II~*1C/~ll~~II~~X~~II::. 
Therefore, by (4) 
II z-(4 4,ll:: d c 
( 
c d? Ild * ti,Il:: II mm; 
kcZ > 
and the proof is finished. 
Using the preceding lemma and arguments similar to those in [15], we 
can now prove 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A is C” on R2”\ { 0 ), satisfies (1) and rogether 
with its derivatives of order < N - 1, vanishes on the diagonal 
A= ((x,J~)ER’~ / x=J). Suppose also N>dJp, O<p< 1. Then there is a 
constant C,, depending on A, such that ,for any d we have 
II T(A, d)ll, d C,, II411 B;,!. 
Proof: Since A vanishes of order Non the diagonal it may be written as 
a sum of terms of the form 
C((X,,-Yr~)“‘(X,,,I-Yiy))l(I-YIZ+ I~12)‘v’21~Al(x~~)~ 
where A’ is C” and satisfies ( 1). Also, by polarization, we may consider 
only kernels of the form 
where p is a linear function on RZN, vanishing on A. 
If we denote by ii(x, y) =p(x, y)(lx]‘+ 1~12))“2, then A =p”A”, ji is 
RT -homogeneous (therefore G-homogeneous) and 
IikY)l dC. cl~~-ul/(lxl’+ IY12)‘i21. (7) 
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We denote, fordmEZ”, Q,,,=nf-, [m!,m,:,;] and ZcZ“xZ”, 
bY_:(m,n)tZ”xZ 12di~‘~Im-n16(3g,:+I)tl’-, and we choose 
(m,n)tz Qm x Q,,. Th en E fulfills the condition in Lemma 1, with 
U= 3d’12g,,; we must therefore seek to estimate 11 ZJxA)//,,. Denote by P, 
the orthogonal projection (in L2(R”)) onto Z,*(Q). 
We have, by (3) 
(8) 
Now, P,_T(xA) P,“, considered as an operator from L’(Q,,) to L*(Q,,), 
has a C” kernel; moreover, for 1x1 d N- 1, using (7) and the 
G-homogeneity of A” and ii we obtain that ID”A(x, y)l is majorized by a 
sum of terms of the form 
c I,x-yl~+ h (IXI*+ly12)~~1/*lN+/2/~kl, 
where O<k< 1~11. 
Since, for (x, JJ) E E, Ix - yl is bounded, while lxl* + lyl’ is bounded from 
below and, moreover, of the same order as [ml* + InI* if (x, I?) E Qm x Q,*, 
we obtain 
ID”A(x,p)l <C (Iml’+ InI’) N,2 
forO<Ial<N-1 and (x,Y)EQ~xQ,,. 
The estimate is actually valid for all tx, since for lcll > N it is an 
immediate consequence of the homogeneity of A. It follows, by [2.X1.9], 
that P,,,T(xA) P,” is in %,,, and 
llP,mT(XA)Py~ll::6C.(Iml’+In12)~Np~’ 
whence, by (8), 
and, therefore, I/ T(xA)II, is finite (Np > d). Then Lemma 1 yields the result 
of the theorem. 
3 
The reverse problem may be treated in a slightly more general from. 
Before stating the theorem, let us remark the following multiplier-type 
property: suppose T is an operator on L2(Rd) with kernel k(x, y) and /I TIl, 
finite; a(x, y) is a function in CF(Rd). Then the operator S with kernel 
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a(x, y) k(x, y) is also of class %$,, and I(SIJ, < C IITllP, where C depends only 
on a. This is easily proved by using (5) for a = q (in RZd); then 
a(x, y) k(x, y) may be developed similarly to formula (6) and we have 
again to apply (3) to obtain the desired result. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A is C” in RZd\ {0}, satisfies (1) as well as the 
following property: 
,for every ueRd\{O}, there is xeRd, such that A(x+u,x)#O. (9) 
Then there is a constant C,, depending only on A, such that for any 4, with 6 
locally integrable on Rd\ {O }, we have 
Proof. The proof is rather intricate, but the main idea (similar to that 
in [lo]) is simpler: certain “parts” of T(A, 4) are used to estimate 
operators unitarily equivalent to periodic convolutions (on Td); the 
(e,-norms of such convolution operators are easily calculated, since the 
exponentials form a complete set of eigenvectors. Then Theorem A is called 
again to estimate the LP-norm of truncations of 4. 
Let us pass now to the details. Consider the set F= (u E Rd ] 1 < 
/uI < g, >. The condition (9) allows us to find a real number E > 0 as well as 
ml,..., mNI m\ ,..., rnk E Zd, with properties (a), (b), (c) listed below. In 
order to state them (and for further use) we make first the following 
notations: for any m E Zd, Q,, &,, R,, R, will denote the cubes with cen- 
ter Em and having the length of the side respectively equal to E, e/2, 
(4d’12 + 1) E, (4d”’ + 2) E. Then we may assume that the following asser- 
tions are valid: 
(4 em,- ,,,; ,..., Q,,,,,-,,,; cover F. 
(b) The origin does not belong to any R,,, K,,,;; moreover, 
A(x,y)#O on i&x&,;. 
(c) The “positive cones” defined by R,,,, ii,,,; are disjoint; that is, 
(Ur,on~,,)~!U1’>OA’l?,;)=M. 
We choose then functions fl, E Y(Rd), such that li/ is positive, with sup- 
port equal to Qm, ~ m;. Also, for any set Q, P, will be the orthogonal projec- 
tion on L’(Q) (as in the proof of Theorem 1). 
Now, for any j= l,..., 
on i?,,xI? I 
N, let ai be a function in C,“(R2d\ {0}), supported 
and identically 1 on R, x R,.. By the remark preceding the 
theorem, si%e 
RzJ, we have 
aJx, Y) = (l/A(x, y)) aj(x, y,’ /?,(x -y) is a Cc function on 
IIP,_,T(l, 4 *P,) f’,,II,<Ca IhJ(4 4) Pam;llp- (10) 
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Consider now the 
&‘(.x) = pqx + cm), 
functions 4’ ‘I = 4 * /j,: define q!~j,/’ by 
and $‘I’ by $‘I’(.Y)=C,,,~~~ c$j,/)(x) (the sum is 
locally finite). Obviously, $“’ 
have 
IS EZ”-periodic. For (.u, ~3) E Q ,,,, x Q,,?,,, we 
and, therefore, using (3), 
Now, by the periodicity of $(I’, 
lIP,,,~(l~ P”) pQn);Ilp= IlP,“T(l, Ic/“‘) PPJr. 
But the operator P,, r( I, $‘I’) P,, is easily seen to have the complete set 
of eigenvectors { ei(2n’r’k ) k E zcJ; the corresponding eigenvalues are 
Therefore 
IIP,“T(l> II/‘“) P,,,II::= 1 I($ * B,)(&)l”. (12) 
k t 7.” 
But, since the support of the Fourier transform of the function 
e2nic’m~Pm;)(# * /?,) is contained in Qo, this function is of exponential type 
42; we may apply Theorem A to deduce that 
c I(0 * B,ww~ c. 114 * B,ll;. 
ksZ” 
Combining (lo), (1 1 ), (12) and (13) we obtain the basic estimate 
(13) 
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If @ = C fl,,, we get 
Note that condition (a) guarantees that d is a positive function suppor- 
ted in CT(Rd\{O)), which is strictly positive on F. Its dilations are 
therefore convenient for the calculation of the Besov norms; we define 
Qk E.Y’(R~) by dk(x)= &gikx), and apply the preceding result to the 
function dk(x) = g$rS(gsx). (Note that the whole construction above 
depends only on A, and not on 4.) The homogeneity of A yields 
where &,, = gii?,,,, Rz;= g$i?;. 
We have now to relate the right members of (15) for k E Z, to the C, 
norm of the whole T(A, d). This will be done (similarly to [lo]), by 
searching to dominate the “nondiagonal” pieces of T(A, 4) by the 
“diagonal” ones. 
Let A4 be some large integer that will be fixed later; for the moment we 
will only require that &, and a&+ M, as well as a:,. and &,r ““, should be 
disjoint (for any k E Z and any j= l,..., N). Choose first functions 
xje C$(RZd), @‘)E Y(R”), such that 8’i)~ C,“(R”\ {O)) and, for 
XE u,, --M &@L,, YE RA we have xj(x, y) = 1 and e”)(x-JI)= 1 (this is 
possible for M sufficiently large). 
We will first assume that 4 is compactly supported in Rd\ (0); fix n E N 
such that 4 * Qk = 0 for Ikl > nM. By (15) we know in this case that 11411 szF
is finite. 
For s = 0, I,..., 
U j?T+,‘, and 
M - 1 we define El;: = UIk, <,, w? + ‘, Et,:,” = 
Ikl <n 
Note that condition (c) above implies Et.,{! n E:j,‘) = a; therefore T!,,:! is 
uniquely defined by A and 4. 
TO simplify the notation, n will not appear explicitly in the next 
definitions. Also, note that the constants in the inequalities below will be 
independent of n. 
We next define F:.$ = U RMf+ > u<l<k w,, , F::“=U uCl<k Rq’ Y, and 
L.:,‘k’= P,::;T(A, qJ) P”,“,” +I, L,:,(kl’ = Pq + \T(A, 4) P,,;YI 
We will estimate the C, norm of L$! (the case of L:,v) is obviously 
similar). 
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Since x,,~(x, y) = xi(g, k.~, g,, “y) is identically one on FI,l,’ x l?t:kt ’ for 
any s = 0, l,..., M - 1, while x;(.u, JJ) A(x, y) and its dilations are multipliers 
of the same norm on ‘$,, it follows that 
uniformly in j, s, k. 
We will now use a similar estimation as in the proof of Lemma 1. The 
functions q5 * 6!j) have Fourier transforms upported in the dilations (by gi) 
of a fixed bounded set; hence there exist constants a, b > 0 such that 
Using this formula, we obtain 
where we have used the fact that )I P~;l~;Pp;+‘ll~ d C.g$Mf+.‘)-(Md12’. 
We have to be now a little careful about constants. We have thus 
obtained 
Similarly, we may get 
Here C, and C2 do not depend on j, M, s, k. Also, by (15), we have, for 
lkl f M, 
We may write now 
(18) 
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Summing for j= l,..., ZV, we get 
(we have used (16), (17) and (18)). 
Now we sum also for s = 0, l,..., A4 - 1, getting 
M-I N 
(19) 
But, as noted above, there exists C, > 0 such that 
while on the other hand, the definition of 8 hi), 0;( j’ implies that, for some 
Cd>@ 
and similarly for 0;“‘. 
Then (19) implies 
M-l N 
c c ll~.~i)ll;3 (GC,-NC‘i(C, + C2k,(““‘29 lldllf?,;; 
.s=o ,=I 
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Now we make the final choice for M, requiring that 
C,,C3 ~ NC,( C, + C2) go (,“+‘*) > 0. 
We obtain thus 
We pass now to the case of general 4. Fix a function f‘ in Y’, such that A 
.f= 1 for (~1 d 1, supppc {Iu 6g,),,~“(u)=~(g,‘u), and h,.=f,.-f.,.. 
Then there is V*E N, such that (20) is valid for any 4 * h,,,, with 
n = v + rO. Thus, we obtain 
Suppose now h”‘(x, y) is a function in C,X (R*“), h”‘(x, y) = 1 for 
x E U FL”_.+,’ ) R;, , y E u p’“‘1’) a;,. . Then, since h’“(x, y)f(,x -y) and its 
dilations h!.“(.u, y),f,,(~ -y) are multipliers of the same norm on %$,, we 
have 
II T:.:.,, .,(A 4 *LA; = II~,+~ _ ” T(bl~A,~*f,,,)P,;li:,,“ll::dC IIw,4~Il;. 
A similar estimate holds for the second term in (21). We obtain then 
finally 
lldll”,;i,< CMN IIT(A d,ll; 
and the theorem is proved. 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
1. In both Theorems 1 and 2 the hypothesis A E Cz(Rzd\ {O)) is a 
convenient one, but not necessary. First, it is obvious that only a fixed 
finite number of derivatives are necessary. What is more important from 
the point of view of applications, we may allow some lower-dimensional 
sets of non differentiability. 
Thus, we may prove, by similar methods, the following two statements, 
which extend some previous work [3, 5, 13, 143. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf N > d/p, and 4 E BP,, ‘IP, then the N-times iterated com- 
mutator [... [M,, K,], K2].. KN] is in VP (Mm is multiplication h.v 4; 
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K,,..., K, are singular Calderon-Zygmund transforms; see [3].) The con- 
verse also holds, under the nondegeneracy condition (9) applied to A(x, y) = 
II,“_ 1 tRjtx) - kj(Y)). 
PROPOSITION 2. If s, t > -d/2, and A(x, y) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1, with N > s + t + d/p, then, if d E B,, ’ d/p + sf ‘, then the operator with 
kernel A(x, y) lxls (yl’ &x-y) is in VP. The converse also holds, if A(x, y) 
satisfies (9). 
For the case p > 1, more general conditions on A are given in [4] 
2. The fact that condition N > d/p in the statement of theorem 1 
(or N > s + t + d/p in Proposition 2) is sharp can be proved similarly to 
Theorem 3 of [33. 
3. Certain types of para-products (see, e.g., [ 111) are also covered 
by Theorems 1 and 2. 
4. Since it is known (interpolation theory: see [ 11) that 
rqpo, q, h,q = gp., if [(l -0)/p,)] + [(O/p,)] = l/p, it follows that, in the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1, if 4 E ($$“0, @$),,,, where 0 < pO <p <p,, and 
~=(~/~~--I/~~l~~/p,-l/p~~, O<ydm, then T(A,~)E’&. 
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